**ENGAGE**

divided deep drawer

**FEATURES**
- Fully lined fabric basket with a rigid wooden base and deep dividers
- Included dividers can be positioned to organize sweaters, jeans, linens, and more
- A sophisticated solution to the standard pull out steel wire basket
- Features undermount soft closing slides

**OPTIONS**

- **FABRIC:**
  - Matte Aluminum
  - Beach Slate
  - Matte Nickel
  - Matte Gold
- **FINISH:**
  - Matte
  - Nickel
  - Oil Rubbed Bronze

**SPECs**

- **WIDTH:**
  - 18" 24" 30" 36"
- **DEPTH:**
  - 14" +

**FINISHED PRODUCT**

- **31.6385.xx.xxx.xxx**

**DIMENSIONS**

- **# OF STANDARD DIVIDERS INCLUDED:**
  - 18" = 1 standard divider
  - 24" = 2 standard dividers
  - 30" = 2 standard dividers
  - 36" = 2 standard dividers

**SPECS**

- **31.6385.xx.xxx.xxx**

**FINISHED PRODUCT**

- 31.6385.36.SLA-MAL + 310.6385.SLA
- Patent #: 9743765